This paper investigates the frame resolution scalability of wavelet based passive matrix display addressing for mobile terminals. The wavelet-transform and the considered video codec architecture are both inherently resolution-scalable; hence providing resolutionscalable display driving is another mean to control the powercomplexity on a portable device. When the mobile terminal is running on low battery, the handheld device is able to display the received compressed data at the target resolution.
Introduction
The integrated video architecture with the combined image decompression and display driving architecture has led to reduced power consumption of mobile terminals [1] . However the architecture of Lawrence [3] is only limited to wavelet image frames of decomposition level 1. When using higher levels of decompositions, the wavelet transformed images formed by the row matrices, composed of wavelet coefficients, are not identical to the standard 2-dimensional wavelet transformation.
Let's take the example of the 2-level wavelet decomposition of a video frame with CIF format i.e. 352x288:
The wavelet transformed image B is then given by: B 2,j =F m,2. X j F n,2 T where (1) • B 2,j is the wavelet transformed video frame j of decomposition level 2 of the information video frame X j • F m,2 is the m*m wavelet transformation matrix of decomposition level 2 (m=288) • F n,2 is the n*n wavelet transformation matrix of decomposition level 2 (n=352)
The subband decomposition of the video frame j is depicted on figure 1, where the H represents the high pass operation and L represents the low pass operation: When we extract the HL subband of figure 2, which contains the high frequency filtered data in horizontal direction, we observe figure 3 (right). The contrast on figure 3 (right) is slghtly different because of another color mapping. When comparing this HL subband with the HL subband obtained using the wavelet transformation on decomposition level 1, depicted on the left side of figure 3, one can notice the difference between the two HL subbands. Both HL subbands should be identically because the HL subband doesn't change when performing higher level wavelet decompositions. To understand the difference, the multiplication on equation (1) needs to be investigated. When only the left part of equation (1) 
In figure 4 (left) the resulting column matrix G j is depicted. This transformation shows clearly why the HL subband is different with the HL subband of wavelet decomposition level 1. When all columns of X j are wavelet transformed once, the elements of the right upper half ([1:144,176 :352]) should be not filtered again in the case of the 2-level wavelet decomposition because the upper half of the matrix G j should only contain first level wavelet coefficients as depicted on figure 4 at the right side. The column wise filtering using Antonini 9/7 wavelet coefficients on 2 levels [6] .
The same approach can be done with the LH subband in figure 1 , which contains the high frequency filtered data in vertical direction. In figure 5 (left) we compare the LH subband of the 1-level wavelet decomposition with the LH subband of the 2 level wavelet transformation using the integrated architecture [2] on figure 5 (right). On the right side of figure 5, the LH subband is filtered again after the 1 level wavelet transformation is performed, which gives a different LH subband of the classical one. The right multiplication of equation (1):
gives an answer why both LH subbands are different. The product is depicted on figure 6 (left). This multiplication indicates that all rows of X j are filtered row wise. Here we can see that the bottom left part of figure 6 (left) should be not filtered again after a 1 level wavelet row transformation is performed. The correct row wise filtering on 2 decomposition levels is depicted on figure 6 (right). The correct row wise filtering using Antonini 9/7 wavelet coefficients on 2 levels.
Frame resolution scalability architecture
As a result, the integrated architecture of image decompression and display driving is limited to receive wavelet compressed video frames of decomposition level 1. In the case of the 2 level wavelet decomposition, the results above show that the obtained HL and LH subbands are not equal to those of the 1 level wavelet decomposition because the subbands obtained with the 2 level wavelet decomposition contains an extra filter band. Therefore an adapted integrated architecture can be used.
One possible alternative is to perform an inverse wavelet transformation on the coarse LLLL, LLHL, LLLH and LLHH subbands of the input compressed video frames corresponding to the wavelet analysis with 2 levels. With the obtained single level wavelet decomposition, the column voltages can be calculated using the integrated architecture [1] . More general, when receiving a video frame corresponding to a wavelet input of J levels, J-1 successive inverse wavelet transformations need to be performed to obtain the single wavelet decomposition. This means that after each inverse wavelet transformation of the LL, LH, HL and HH subbands of decomposition level J we become a new LL subband of a decomposition level J-1. Now the inverse wavelet transformations will be done towards the LL, LH, HL and HH subbands of decomposition level J-1 to calculate the LL subband of decomposition level J-2. This process repeats recursively till the LL subband of decomposition level 1 is obtained. Finally the required column signals can be calculated from the single wavelet decomposed video frame using the integrated architecture described in [3] .
When comparing the adapted integrated architecture with the architecture described in [3], extra operations, namely the inverse wavelet transforms has to be executed to obtain the required column voltages. Only in the final step where the column signals are calculated from the single wavelet decomposition gives a reduction in operations comparing with the classical existing system architecture. In table 1 a comparison is made between the classical and the adapted integrated system architecture involving to the amount of operations that needs to be done to calculate the required column voltage signals. For simplicity we did this analysis for video frames with a square resolution of 256*256. The first column of table 1 represents the amount of wavelet decomposition levels of which the received compressed images are composed. The second column returns the amount of operations for the inverse discrete wavelet transformation (IDWT) to obtain the single wavelet decomposed frame. In the third column we remark that only one matrix multiplication is needed to convert the single wavelet decomposition into the column voltages using the combined image decompression and display driving (CID &DD) architecture [1] . The fourth column returns the amount of operations to calculate the column signals using the classical system architecture. The fifth column gives the amount of reduction in operations towards the classical system architecture comparing with the adapted integrated architecture. We remark that the reduction in operations decreases when compressed video frames corresponding to higher wavelet decomposition levels than 1 are received.
The advantage of retransformation is that the adapted architecture is capable of displaying lower resolutions 2 k , -J1<k<0, if the received wavelet compressed frames correspond to a wavelet analysis of the input with J levels, because of the resolution scalability of the wavelet transformation and the video codec. Extra row transformation matrices of lower resolutions 2 k , -J<k<0 needs to be stored in the hardware in order to perform the right IDWT, in the case of displaying video frames at full resolution or to perform the integrated image decompression and display driving algorithm to display video frames at lower resolutions 2 k , -J<k<0 . In the latter case the coarse LL subband of decomposition level J will be post multiplied with (F n T ) J -1 to obtain the column voltage matrix G j to display the video frame at resolution 2 -J In the case of a received video frame corresponding to a wavelet input of 3 levels (352*288 format) depicted on figure 7 (left), there are three possibilities.
• 
•
The user has the availability to display the target video frame at 176*144. In this case, we need to perform one IDWT to obtain the LL subband of decomposition level 2. Afterwards the column signals can be calculated using the subbands of decomposition level 2. 
Conclusion
In this paper we investigated the possibility of the integrated architecture to calculate column voltages when receiving video frames of decomposition levels higher than one. For wavelet input of decomposition level 1 the study has been made in [1] .
As an example the 2-level wavelet decomposition has been studied. The obtained HL and LH subbands of decomposition level 2, calculated with the transformation matrices F m,2 and F n,2 shows some extra filtered components towards the conventional HL and LH subbands. A possible solution was to perform an IDWT of the coarse subbands (LLLL, LLLH, LLHL and LLHH) in order to obtain a compressed wavelet video frame of one decomposition level. Using the integrated architecture proposed in [3] the required column signals can then be calculated to display the video frames. As a result the reduction in operations has decreased for compressed video frames of higher decomposition levels than one due to these extra IDWT operations. The only reduction step is the transformation of the single wavelet decomposition to the column signals. At the other side this adapted architecture gives the flexibility to display the video frames at lower resolutions 2 k , -J-1<k<0, if the received wavelet compressed frames correspond to a wavelet analysis of the input with J levels, because of the resolution scalability of the wavelet transformation and the video codec. This adapted architecture is interesting because it gives the possibility to display movie frames at lower resolutions when the mobile terminal is running on low battery. [4] Nehring, J. and Kmetz, A., IEEE Trans, Electron Devices, ED-26, :795 (1979) [5] Alt, P.M. and Pleshko, P., IEEE Trans. Electron Devices, ED-21, 146-155 (1974) [6] S.Mallat, IEEE Trans. Pattern Anal. & Mach. Intell., vol.11, no.7, :674 (1989) 
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